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The horse family

**Horses, asses, and zebras** all belong to one family of mammals called the “Equidae.” They are called “odd-toed” animals because they only have one hoof on each foot, whereas cows and deer have two hooves and are called “even-toed.” The Equidae are classified in the order Perissodactyla with their closest relatives, the rhinoceroses and tapirs. All members of the horse family (equids) feed by grazing on grasses and shrubs, live in open country, and are fast-running animals that depend on speed to escape from predators. All highly social (pp.12–13), they live in family groups which join together into a herd. They will travel over great distances in search of food or water, or to get away from flies and mosquitoes which plague them in hot weather. Although there is a great variation in size between different breeds of domestic horse (pp.38–41), they all belong to one species — *Equus caballus*. A pony is defined as a horse that has a height of less than 14.2 hands/58 in (148 cm). Various parts of a horse all have different names and are called the “points” of the horse.

---

**A SCOTTISH MINIATURE**

The Shetland pony is the smallest of the ancient breeds of pony—this seven-year-old is 8 hh/32 in (81 cm) in height. It is a very hardy animal that requires little food and can carry large loads on bad roads or on the farm (pp.62–63). The original habitat of the Shetland pony was the Shetland Islands, but today the pony can be found in several countries.
A unicorn is a mythical horse that had a long horn growing out of its forehead. In heraldry, this "horse" had a lion's tail, two-toed hooves, and a horn twisted into a spiral.

In heraldry, this "horse" had a lion's tail, two-toed hooves, and a horn twisted into a spiral.

The Shire horse was first bred in the English Midlands for work on farms and for pulling great weights (pp.50–53). This breed is distinguished by its huge size and by the long hair, or "feathering," around the feet. The horse shown here, called "King," once held the record for the tallest horse in the world—with a height at the withers of 19.2 hh/78 in (198 cm).

The height of a horse is measured in "hands." One hand, literally the width of an adult's hand, is equal to 4 in (10.16 cm). If a horse measures 15.2 hh (hands high), then it is 62 in (157 cm) high. This measurement is taken from its feet to the top of its shoulders, which are called the "withers."

Asses and Zebras
Other than the horse, the other members of the horse family are the Asian wild asses (pp.16–17), the African wild ass (pp.16–17), which is the ancestor of the domestic donkey (pp.24–25), and the zebras (pp.18–19).

A GREAT HORSE
The Shire horse was first bred in the English Midlands for work on farms and for pulling great weights (pp.50–53). This breed is distinguished by its huge size and by the long hair, or "feathering," around the feet. The horse shown here, called "King," once held the record for the tallest horse in the world—with a height at the withers of 19.2 hh/78 in (198 cm).

How to measure a horse's height
The height of a horse is measured in "hands." One hand, literally the width of an adult's hand, is equal to 4 in (10.16 cm). If a horse measures 15.2 hh (hands high), then it is 62 in (157 cm) high. This measurement is taken from its feet to the top of its shoulders, which are called the "withers."

European Travelers
Africa has given the world many members of the horse family—from zebras to wild asses. As Europeans explored this vast continent, they brought their domesticated horses with them to use as transportation. This wooden carving of human and animal figures (including horses) was made by Ibo people in Nigeria, West Africa.
How horses evolved

It took about 55 million years for the present family of horses, asses, and zebras (equids) to evolve from their earliest horselike ancestor. Originally called Eohippus, or “dawn horse”—because it lived during the Eocene period (54 million years ago)—it is now known as Hyracotherium. This early horse was not much larger than a hare. It was a “browsing” animal—which fed on leaves and shrubs—and had four hoofed toes on its front feet and three on its hind feet. It lived in the woodlands of North America, Europe, and eastern Asia. Gradually, over millions of years, this small animal evolved into a “grazing” (grass-eating) mammal with three hoofed toes, and later with a single hoof, on all feet. At first, browsing horses, like Mesohippus and then Parahippus, had low-crowned teeth (pp.10–11), but during the later Miocene period (20 million years ago), grasslands began to replace the woodlands in North America. In adapting to this new environment, ancestral horses evolved longer limbs that enabled them to range over a wide area in search of pasture and to escape from predators. At the same time, their teeth became high-crowned in order to adapt to their diet of tough grasses. The first grazing horse was Merychippus, but eventually it was replaced by Pliohippus, the first one-toed horse. This gave rise to Equus during the Pleistocene (about two million years ago).

Last of the three-toed horses
Hipparion (side view of skull, above) was the last of the three-toed equids. It was a very successful grazer with high-crowned teeth and its fossil remains have been found in many parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Hipparion did not finally become extinct in Africa until about 125,000 years ago.

SOUTH AMERICAN HORSE
This is the skeleton of Hippidion, an extinct one-toed equid that evolved in Central America and then spread into South America. Its descendant, Onoluppidium, survived in South America until at least 12,000 years ago, when their extinction may have been hastened by the first human hunters moving through the continent at the end of the Ice Age.
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Equus
The three-toed fossil horse, *Anchitherium*, was very successful and spread from the Americas through Asia and Europe in the early Miocene period (about 24 million years ago). However, it was an equine sideline—that is, one that did not evolve into the modern horse. It became extinct before the beginning of the Pliocene period, about five million years ago.

**FIRST THREE-TOED HORSE**
*Mesotherium*, which lived during the Oligocene period about 37 million years ago, was the first horse to have three toes (with the middle toe larger than the two side ones) and was the same size as a sheep.

**EQUINE SIDELINE**
The three-toed fossil horse, *Anchitherium*, was very successful and spread from the Americas through Asia and Europe in the early Miocene period (about 24 million years ago). However, it was an equine sideline—that is, one that did not evolve into the modern horse. It became extinct before the beginning of the Pliocene period, about five million years ago.

**THE OLDEST EQUID**
The palatal (roof of mouth) view of the skull of a fossil *Hyracotherium* from the Eocene period (54 million years ago) in England, shows the square, six-lobed teeth that were the foundation from which the teeth of modern horses evolved.

**GRAZERS**
Bones and teeth

The skeleton of all members of the horse family is built for speed and stamina. All wild equids range over huge areas of open grassland and, to escape from predators, they gallop fast and have extraordinarily sharp eyesight. The skull of the horse has to be very long to contain the great battery of grinding teeth that are needed for chewing grass. The vertebral column keeps the back rigid, the rib cage protects the heart and lungs, and the limb bones are greatly extended. A distinguishing feature of the equids is that they run on only a single toe. This is equivalent to the third finger, or toe, of a human, while toes two and four are reduced to thin splint bones, and toes one and five are lost altogether. When a foal is born, it may be toothless, but the milk, or baby, teeth erupt through the soft jaw bones. Milk teeth are temporary and, in time, are replaced by adult, or permanent, teeth. An adult equid normally has 40 teeth—12 incisors, 4 canines, 12 premolars, and 12 molars—but in the female the canines are very small. As horses age, their teeth gradually wear down, change shape, and become very discolored.

CLASSIC SKELETON
In 1766, the English artist George Stubbs (1724–1806) published a book entitled The Anatomy of the Horse, which is still used as a classic work of reference more than 200 years later. In order to show the horse’s bone construction accurately, he had to dissect a great number of horses.
Like all mammals, the foal has a set of milk (or baby) teeth. These are worn down as it is weaned and begins to graze, and are replaced by the adult (or permanent) teeth. At first, the adult teeth have short roots and very long crowns, which gradually wear down throughout the life of the horse.

This skillful anatomical drawing by George Stubbs shows the amazing muscle structure of the horse, which enables it to travel very long distances (pp.46–49), to jump great heights (pp.58–59), and to haul heavy loads (pp.50–53).

The shape of a horse’s skeleton depends on its breed. A carthorse has massive bones to support the huge muscles that are needed for hauling great weights, while a racehorse (shown here) has long, slender bones that are built for speed. The bones must not be too light or they become susceptible to stress fractures during the rigors of racing.
Senses and behavior

**Horses, asses, and zebras** all have more highly developed senses of sight, hearing, and scent than humans. The characteristic long face of the horse is necessary not only for the large teeth but because it contains the sensitive organs of smell. The eyes are set far up in the skull and are positioned on the sides of the head, so the horse has good all-around vision, even when it is grazing. The ears are large, and in the asses very long, so that they can be moved around and pointed toward the slightest sound. By nature the horse is a herd animal showing great affection toward other members of its group, and this loyalty is easily transferred to its human owner. Once this bond is developed, the horse will try very hard to follow commands, however harsh. As a result, horses have been cruelly used but also deeply loved, possibly more than any other animal in human history. Despite their close association with humans, the domestic horse and donkey still retain the instincts and natural behavioral patterns of their wild ancestors. They will defend their territory and suckle their foals in just the same way as will the wild horse and the wild ass, and they will always need companionship.

**TWO-WAY STRETCH**

An equid’s ears have a dual role—to pick up sounds and to transmit visual signals. If a mule (shown here) puts its ears back, it is frightened or angry. If forward, then it will be interested in what is happening around it, such as the clatter of a food bucket. One ear forward and one back means it is not sure what will happen next.

**Zebra calling,** responding to the threat from another male

**KULAN’S KICK THREAT**

The laid-back ears and threatening kicks show that these kulans, or onagers (pp. 16–17), are not getting along too well.

**PROTECTING TERRITORY AND FAMILY**

Fighting by rearing and stabbing with their front hooves is natural to all equids. However, they may prefer to settle their differences by threats with their ears, tails, and feet, and by using other body language. Stallions will fight over territory or to protect their mares, as shown by these Icelandic ponies.

**ROLLED OVER**

This pony is having a good roll, which is an important part of grooming. It relaxes the muscles and helps to remove loose hair, dirt, and parasites.
A BITE THREAT
These Przewalski’s horses (pp.20–21), from two different herds, are trying to show who is the more important, or “dominant,” with one horse showing a bite threat to the other. The attacking horse’s neck is thrust forward and it is trying to bite its opponent.

Ears laid back showing shock of bite attack

FLEHMEN REACTION
By pulling back his lips and drawing air in over his vomero-nasal, or Jacobson’s, organ after smelling a mare’s urine, this stallion is testing whether she is ready to be mated—that is, whether she is in heat (“in oestrus”). This is called the flehmen reaction.

Bite given to unfamiliar horse

THE BEST OF FRIENDS
Two horses will often stand close together, head to tail, nuzzling each other’s manes and backs, thus establishing their relationship. The frequency of these grooming and cleaning sessions varies from season to season, but they usually last around three minutes.

Cartoon shows lead horse ignoring his driver’s commands and taking the liberty of stopping for a drink

Ears laid back showing shock of bite attack
A mare, or mother horse, ass, or zebra, usually gives birth to one very well-developed foal, after a carrying-time ("gestation period") of about 11 months or a little longer. The mares mate with a stallion within a few days of giving birth, so all the foals are born in spring when there is plenty of grass. The gestation period is long because the mother must produce a healthy foal (or very rarely twins) that is strong enough to keep up with the moving herd as soon as it is born. This is necessary because asses, zebras, and horses are all grazers that live on open grasslands where food can be scarce, and young animals could be an easy target for large predators, such as lions in Africa. The foal is on its feet an hour after birth and, although the mare will continue to suckle her foal for up to a year, it will begin to graze after a few weeks. Between the ages of one and four years, a female foal is called a “filly” and a male foal a “colt.” In the wild, fillies and colts will leave their mothers’ herds and form new groups of their own when they mature.
WATCH OUT! Although this Shire mare (pp.50–53) is descended from horses that have been domesticated for thousands of years (pp.22–23), she still has the instincts of her wild ancestors and will be constantly on guard against possible danger to her foal.

KEEPING UP A foal is on its feet within an hour of birth and it must try to keep up with its mother—particularly in the wild.

... AND SO TO BED Like all babies, a foal needs a great deal of rest, but it can get to its feet very quickly in case of danger.

Height at withers 11.2 hh/46 in (117 cm)

Mother’s muzzle protecting foal

Height at withers 17.3 hh/71 in (180 cm)

Alert ears listening out for danger

Ten-year-old Shire mother and her five-week-old foal
There are three species of wild ass and they are no more closely related to each other than the horse is to the zebra. They can interbreed, but their offspring will be infertile (pp. 18–19). The three species are the true wild ass of Africa (*Equus africanus*), which until recently ranged over the Sahara desert in North Africa, and the two species of Asian wild asses—the onager (*Equus hemionus*) from the Middle East and northwest India, and the kiang (*Equus kiang*) from the Tibetan plateau, north of the Himalayas. Of these three species, it is the African wild ass that is the ancestor of the domestic donkey (pp. 24–25). All wild asses look very similar, with quite a heavy head, long ears, a short mane, no forelock, slender legs, and a wispy tail. The African wild ass is grayish in color, with a white belly and a dark stripe along its back, and it often has horizontal stripes around its legs and a black stripe over its shoulders. The Asian wild asses are redder in color, but they never have leg or shoulder stripes, although they do have a dark line along their backs. All wild asses are adapted for life in the arid, stony environment of the semideserts and mountain plateaus of Africa and Asia, where they graze on thornbushes and dry grass. Today, all wild asses are in danger of extinction from loss of their habitat and overhunting by humans.

**Preservation**

Until recently, there were several races of African wild asses. The Somali wild ass (*Equus africanus somaliensis*), the only African ass still to survive in the wild, has stripes around its legs usually, but not on its shoulders. These asses have been taken to a wildlife reserve in Israel to try to save the species, whose home is in Ethiopia and Somalia.

**Now Extinct**

The Nubian wild ass (*Equus africanus africanus*) is now extinct. It differed from the Somali ass in having a very short, dark stripe across its shoulders, but no horizontal stripes on its legs.
**The Kiang**

These onagers belong to a subspecies, or race, called the kulan (*Equus hemionus kulan*). In the wild, they live in small numbers in the deserts of Turkmenistan, that is east of the Caspian Sea. Kulans are 11–12 hh/44–48 in (112–122 cm) in height. In winter they grow a very thick, yellowish-brown coat that protects them from the icy winds blowing from the mountains. None of the onagers, or the kiang, has ever been domesticated, although it is probable that in the ancient civilizations of the Near East, onagers were crossed with donkeys and horses to produce strong hybrids (pp. 26–27).

**Nearly Extinct**

The kiang (*Equus kiang*), or Tibetan wild ass, is the largest of all the asses—with a height of over 14 hh/56 in (142 cm). Kiangs are sacred to the Tibetans, but they have been nearly exterminated by hunting and habitat loss.

**The Kulan**

These onagers belong to a subspecies, or race, called the kulan (*Equus hemionus kulan*). In the wild, they live in small numbers in the deserts of Turkmenistan, that is east of the Caspian Sea. Kulans are 11–12 hh/44–48 in (112–122 cm) in height. In winter they grow a very thick, yellowish-brown coat that protects them from the icy winds blowing from the mountains. None of the onagers, or the kiang, has ever been domesticated, although it is probable that in the ancient civilizations of the Near East, onagers were crossed with donkeys and horses to produce strong hybrids (pp. 26–27).

**Nearly Extinct**

The kiang (*Equus kiang*), or Tibetan wild ass, is the largest of all the asses—with a height of over 14 hh/56 in (142 cm). Kiangs are sacred to the Tibetans, but they have been nearly exterminated by hunting and habitat loss.

**Indian Onagers**

The Indian onager, or khur (*Equus hemionus kulan*), inhabits the hot, dry Thar Desert of northwest India. Like all equids, khurs live in social groups with an old female as the leader of the herd. Except in early summer, during mating time, the adult males live in separate herds from the females.

**Persian Ass**

The ghor-khar, or Persian onager (*Equus hemionus onager*), used to live in huge herds that migrated across the deserts in Iran, but today only a very few animals survive in the wild. The onager can gallop at a speed of 30 mph (48 kph) for a long time and can jump over rocks nearly 7 ft (2 m) high.

**Queen Puabi’s Rein Ring**

Queen Puabi’s rein ring, made of gold and silver with an onager—part of a chariot harness in the royal tombs at Ur in ancient Mesopotamia, ca. 2500 BCE.
**Seeing stripes**

**Today, zebras live only in Africa,** although their ancestors, like all other members of the horse family, evolved in North America. There are three living species of zebra—Grevy’s, common, and mountain—each found in different habitats and having different patterns of stripes. Sharply defined stripes are seen only on short-coated animals in the tropics. The quagga, a fourth species which used to live in the colder climate of Africa’s southern tip but was exterminated by hunters by the late 1800s, had a thicker coat and fewer stripes on its body. Zebras feed on coarse grasses and move over huge areas as they graze. They are very social and spend much time in grooming, by nuzzling each other’s manes and withers with their front teeth.

Zebras live in family groups, in herds of a hundred or more. It is not known why zebras are striped, but it is not for camouflage as they never hide from predators such as lions or hyenas. Instead, zebras will stand tightly together and defend themselves with their hooves and teeth.
GREVY’S ZEBRA
Grevy’s zebra (*Equus grevyi*) is the most northern of the species and lives in small numbers in the semidesert areas of Kenya, Ethiopia, and Somalia. It is the largest of the zebras, with an average height of 14–15 hh/56–60 in (142–152 cm). It is not closely related to the other zebras and is considered to be a relic of more primitive members of the horse family.

THE QUAGGA
Early explorers in southern Africa found herds of more than 100 quaggas (*Equus quagga*) on their yearly migrations to different grazing ground. Gradually they were reduced in numbers by indiscriminate hunting; the last wild quaggas were shot in 1861. Efforts are now being made to recreate the quagga by selectively breeding plains zebras.

ZEDONK
Another type of crossbreeding—between a zebra and a donkey—can result in pale brown-colored animals with very fine stripes, such as these zedonks from Zimbabwe in central-southern Africa. Many zoos around the world carry out successful crossbreeding programs.
Ancient ancestors

**Fossil evidence** tells us that at the end of the last Ice Age 10,000 years ago (pp.8–9), there must have been millions of horses living wild all over Europe, as well as in northern and Central Asia. These animals belonged to one species, called *Equus ferus*, that roamed in herds over the grasslands and probably migrated for hundreds of miles each year. As the climate changed, the grasslands were replaced by forests, and the horses dwindled in numbers from loss of their habitat and from extensive hunting by humans. By 4,000 years ago, there were very few wild horses left in Europe, although two subspecies of wild horse—in Russia, the tarpan (*Equus ferus ferus*), and in Mongolia, Przewalski’s horse (*Equus ferus przewalskii*)—survived until comparatively recently. Around 6,000 years ago, the first wild horses were being tamed and domesticated in Asia and eastern Europe and they soon spread westward (pp.22–23). All the domestic horses in the world today are descended from these domesticated ancestors and they are classified in one species, called *Equus caballus*.

**Extinct wild horse**

Many 18th-century travelers to the Russian steppes described herds of small wild horses, some of which were probably feral (pp.36–37). The last tarpans died out in the early 1800s. In Poland today, ponies much like the tarpans have been recreated by breeding from primitive breeds, such as the Konik.

**Height range at withers of 13–14 hh/52–56 in (132–142 cm)**

**Short mane**

**Short forelock**

**Light-colored, mealy muzzle, typical of wild horse**

**An Ancient English Pony**
The Exmoor pony is an ancient breed that closely resembles the extinct tarpan, or wild pony of eastern Europe. The ponies live in feral herds on Exmoor in southwest England.
SACRED WHITE HORSE
White horses were sacred animals to the Celts who lived in western Europe around 500 BCE. Around that time, this impression of a horse was scraped out from the white chalk hills at Uffington in Oxfordshire, southern England.

PRZEWALSKI’S HORSES
Wild horses were found living on the steppes of Mongolia by Russian travelers in the 1880s. A few were brought to Europe, where they bred well in zoos, and were later taken to the United States. Przewalski’s horses have been extinct in the wild since the 1960s, but now they are being reintroduced to Mongolia from herds bred in captivity.

CAVE PAINTINGS
This wild horse (Equus ferus) was painted on a wall in the famous caves at Lascaux in France by hunting people toward the end of the last Ice Age, about 14,000 years ago.

WILD AFRICAN ASS
The African wild ass (Equus africanus) is the ancestor of all domestic donkeys (pp. 24–25). It is still found in very small numbers in the eastern Sahara, but it is in danger of extinction.

SKELETON OF A PRZEWALSKI’S HORSE
The horse is built for speed. All its bones are long and slender and they are attached to each other by ligaments, which are very strong and elastic so that the joints move easily. The framework of the skeleton is covered with powerful muscles and very little fat.
Horses in history

The earliest reliable evidence for the domestication of the horse comes from Ukraine, where people lived by herding horses and cattle on the grass steppes 6,000 years ago. At the same time, the African wild ass (pp.16–17) was being domesticated in ancient Egypt and Arabia. At first horses and asses were not usually ridden, but were harnessed in a pair to a cart, or chariot. Soon chariots became the status symbols of kings, who rode in them to battle, in royal parades, and for hunting. By the time of Homer, the Greek poet in eighth century BCE, the riding of horses and donkeys had become a common means of travel (pp.46–49), but chariots were still used for warfare (pp.42–45). In the classical period of civilization, the ancient Greeks and Romans built special arenas and tracks for chariot races, which provided high drama for the crowds who watched these sports events, involving riders, drivers, and horses (pp.59–61).

The End of the Day
This horse’s head from the Parthenon marbles (fifth century BCE) in Athens, Greece, is one of the greatest sculptures of all time. Legend has it that a team of horses would pull the Sun’s chariot to the sea each day to create the sunset. The exhaustion of this extreme effort shows on the horse’s face.

Royal Standard
This very early representation of donkeys harnessed to a four-wheeled cart is on the mosaic decoration of a box—the Standard of Ur—from the royal tombs of Ur in ancient Mesopotamia (ca. 2500 BCE).

Flying Through the Air
Pegasus was a mythical horse with wings who, according to the ancient Greeks, had sprung from the blood of Medusa when Perseus, a son of Zeus, cut off her head. The horse flew up to join the gods, but was caught by Athena, the goddess of wisdom, and tamed with a golden bridle. This exquisite engraving of Pegasus is on a bronze cista, or toilet-box, made by the Etruscans, ca. 300 BCE.

Half Man, Half Horse
The myth of the centaurs—half men and half horses—may have arisen when people in ancient Greece saw the horsemen of Thessaly. Because they were unfamiliar with men on horseback, they believed they were seeing a new form of being. Shown here is a scene from the epic battles between the wild and lawless centaurs and the Lapiths of northern Greece which appears in the sculptures in the Parthenon, fifth century BCE.

Ready for War
This terracotta model from Cyprus probably represents an Assyrian warrior, seventh century BCE. The man carries a shield and is ready for battle. His horse has a breastplate and a warlike headdress.
The Four Horses of Venice

Thought to be the work of fourth-century BCE Greek sculptor, Lysippus, these magnificent bronze horses were taken from Constantinople (now Istanbul) in 1204 CE to the San Marco Basilica in Venice. Prior to this they had been in Rome. In 1797, Napoleon took the sculptures to Paris and in 1815 the horses were returned to Venice.

Brand Mark

Brands on horses (pp.40–41) have been used as proof of ownership for more than 2,000 years. The hunting scene (above) is from a mosaic pavement (ca. late fifth or sixth century BCE) discovered at Carthage (a city founded by the Phoenicians near modern-day Tunis). This mosaic from North Africa shows a favorite pastime of wealthy landowners—hunting.

Surprise!

During the Trojan War, ca. 1184 BCE, the Greeks invaded the city of Troy by hiding soldiers in a huge, wooden horse they had built. The Trojans, believing the Greeks had abandoned the horse, wheeled it into the city. Then the Greeks leaped out and opened the city gates to let in the conquering army.

A Bit of a Tang

The people of China have always had a great respect for their horses. During the Tang Dynasty (618–907 CE), many earthenware models of horses were produced that are of great artistic value today. The cobalt-blue glaze was very rare and expensive to produce at that time, because cobalt was imported only in very small quantities. This figure would have been molded in several parts and then joined together as a whole.
Donkey work

The domesticated ass, or donkey (Equus asinus), is descended from the African wild ass (Equus africanus, pp.16–17), which lives in the hot, dry deserts of the Sahara and the Middle East. Because of this harsh environment, the donkey has developed strength, stamina, and endurance to carry heavy loads over long distances on little food and water. In the wild, donkey foals have to develop quickly so that they can keep up with the herd, as it travels great distances in search of edible bushes and grass. Female donkeys, or jennies, carry their foals for 12 months before they are born—a gestation period of two months more than the female horse (pp.14–15). In the desert and on stony ground, the donkey’s small neat hooves are kept evenly worn down, but they will grow and must be filed if the animal is kept on grass. Like all members of the horse family, the donkey is a social animal and needs to live with other animals if it is to thrive.

Andalusian goatherd
In Andalusia in southwestern Spain, donkeys are still used for herding and farm work. This family is traveling by donkey to take their goats to new pastures.

Greek harvest
In Greece, until recently, it was a common sight to see donkeys threshing grain. By walking around and around in a circle, the donkeys’ hooves separate the seeds from the husks.

Water, water
Water is the most precious of all resources in desert countries, and it often has to be collected from far away. This North African woman from Tunisia is carrying her baby and leading her donkey, loaded with water jars.

Jesus on a donkey
When Jesus was born, the donkey was the usual transportation in Jerusalem, which is why the baby Jesus is portrayed with his mother on a donkey, being led by Joseph. The “cross” on a donkey’s back—a dark stripe along the backbone and a horizontal band across the shoulders—along with the fact that Jesus rode a donkey on the first Palm Sunday, made people believe that these hairs had healing powers.
POITOU DONKEYS
In the Poitou region of France and in Spain, for hundreds of years, there has been a tradition of breeding very large donkeys which are used for mating with female horses, to produce giant mules (pp.26–27) for farm work, in the same way as cart horses were used in more northern countries. Poitou donkeys stand about 14 hh/56 in (142 cm) at the shoulder, or withers, making them the world’s largest donkeys. They also have very long, dark, shaggy coats.

This poor old donkey has had a hard working life and now deserves a peaceful retirement.

AFRICAN DONKEYS
These donkeys are drinking from a waterhole in Kenya where they are living semiwild on a ranch. They must fend for themselves and learn to keep away from leopards, hyenas, and other predators, just as other wild animals have to do.

DONKEYS OF IRELAND
Donkeys are the traditional pack and haulage animals of Ireland, which is one of the few countries in northern Europe where they have been bred for hundreds of years and where they have become adapted to a climate that is very different from the deserts where they evolved. Irish donkeys have much shorter legs than the donkeys from the hotter Mediterranean and Arabian regions, and they have much thicker coats so they can survive the cold.

REGAL WHITE DONKEYS
Donkeys are now popular as pets on farm parks and for children. This has led to breeding for new looks, like these white donkeys with curly coats. In the ancient world, white donkeys were the favored mounts of royalty.
**Mules and hinnies**

The Sumerians of Mesopotamia were the first people to interbreed horses and donkeys to produce mules (donkey father, horse mother) and hinnies (horse father, donkey mother) about 4,000 years ago. Roman writers on agriculture told how donkey stallions kept for mule-breeding were brought up with horses so that they would mate more readily with the mares. For thousands of years, mules have been used as pack animals (pp.46–47) to carry huge loads, because they combine the donkey's stamina with the horse's strength. Like its parents, a mule is a herd animal that travels best in a “mule train” (a long line of mules harnessed together to pull loads). A “bell mare” (a specially trained female horse with a bell around her neck) would lead the mules who learned to follow the bell's sound, so they could travel at night without being lost in the dark. The horse family is unusual in that all the species can interbreed. Although the resulting offspring will grow to be healthy animals, they are usually sterile.

---

**ANCIENT EGYPTIAN EQUIDS**

This ancient Egyptian tomb painting (ca. 1400 BCE) shows a pair of horses drawing a chariot, while below two white hinnies are also pulling one. Their smaller ears show they are hinnies, not mules, and the straight neck, dark cross on the shoulders, and tufted tail prove they are not horses.

**INDIAN TRAVEL**

Mule carts are still used in Asia and have remained unchanged for at least 3,000 years. However, the method of harnessing has changed, for the earliest carts were always attached by means of a central wooden pole to a pair of mules, or horses. The idea of putting a single animal between two wooden shafts was not invented until 2,000 years ago. Here, the mule has a bridle with a bit and is driven with reins. All the family’s goods are piled into the cart, including their ducks.

14-year-old mule, 13.3 hh/55 in (140 cm), drawing Indian cart (ca. 1840)
Crossbreeding

When a donkey is crossed with a horse, the foal has what is called “hybrid vigor”—that is, it is stronger and healthier than either of its parents. The most common crossbreed is a donkey stallion (or jackass) with a horse mare which produces a “mule,” but if a horse stallion is crossed with a female donkey (or jenny) the hybrid offspring is called a “hinny” (or jennet). Generally, a mule is a stronger animal than a hinny.

A POWERFUL MULE

Mules traveled faster than oxen and were more sure-footed than horses over difficult terrain, so 19th-century settlers preferred these animals for hauling huge loads over very bad muddy roads on their long trek west across North America (pp.34–35). Mules were also used as pack animals in wartime and underground in mines.

TOURIST CLASS

People will always enjoy a leisurely drive in a carriage and even in the busy streets of today’s large cities, this is still possible. This mule, hitched to a post decorated with a horse’s head, waits patiently to take tourists around New Orleans, Louisiana.

STUBBORN AS A HINNY

This eight-year old white hinny (whose parents were a female donkey and a pony stallion) will not be pulled where it does not want to go. Donkeys (pp.24–25), mules, and hinnies all have a reputation for being stubborn, but this is because their natural behavioral patterns are not understood correctly. They are herd animals, they are intelligent, and they are nervous about going to a new place on their own. Once they are trained to follow a person, or a bell-mare, they will go anywhere, even to places of great danger.
Shoes and shoeing

The hooves of all equids are made from “keratin,” a protein that is the same organic substance as hair or human finger nails. Just like hair, the hooves can be cut and shaped without discomfort to the animal. The hooves of a domestic horse wear down evenly if it is ridden over flat, hard ground, but if the land is stony, the hooves will split and break. If the ground is muddy and soft, the hooves will grow too long and become diseased. It is necessary, therefore, for the horse to have regular attention from a “farrier,” a person specially trained to look after hooves and fit them with metal shoes for protection. The hoof is made up of three parts—the “wall” or outer part to which the shoe is attached with nails, the “sole,” and the wedge-shaped part underneath, which is called the “frog.”
“Horn,” or horseshoe-shaped excess hoof growth, removed by farrier along with old shoe

CLEANING THE HOOF
The excess hoof is clipped and the hoof is filed to give the correct shape for a new shoe. The whole hoof is cleaned and made ready for the new shoe.

AT THE FORGE
Before the farrier fits the shoe, he makes a new iron shoe at the forge. Using a heavy hammer, the farrier shapes the shoe on an anvil and then punches holes in it for the nails.

STEAMING
At the stables, the shoe is reheated, pressed onto the hoof to check the fit, and then allowed to cool down. The hoof gives off a smell of burning hair and much smoke, but this does not hurt the horse.

NAILING ON THE SHOE
Then the farrier takes some special iron nails and hammers them through the pre-drilled holes in the shoe. The nail ends that show through the horse’s hoof are wrung off and turned back.

WHEN “HIPPO” MEANT “HORSE”
Iron horseshoes were invented after the Roman period, but the Romans often tied a shoe made of wicker or metal onto the hoof with leather straps. This was called a “hipposandal,” from the Greek hippo, meaning “horse.”

Balancing on one front foot

Height at withers
17.2 hh/70 in
(178 cm)

Chestnut

Hipposandal,
French,
first-third century CE

Filing hoof and nail ends flat

GAME OF LUCK
All over the world, the horseshoe is a talisman for good luck. It must always be held with the open part at the top, so that the good luck will not drop out. Horseshoe pitching—a game based on luck—is a popular pastime in the US and Canada. Shown here is an iron horseshoe (ca. first century CE), found in southern England.
Bits and pieces

The earliest domestic horses and asses were probably ridden bareback and guided by a rope that was tied around the lower jaw in the gap between the cheek teeth and the incisors. Today this still remains a common way of controlling donkeys in Turkey and Greece. The first bits, or bridles' mouthpieces with fastenings at each end to which reins are attached, were made of hide, bone, or wood. From ca. 1500 BCE bronze replaced these materials and later iron. Until late Roman times, no horseman rode with a saddle (only bareback, or on a horse cloth) and there were no stirrups (loops suspended from a horse’s saddle to support the rider’s foot) in Europe until the eighth century CE. The lack of saddles and stirrups did not prevent either Eurasian horsemen, or later, native Americans (pp.56–57), from holding their bows and shooting arrows from a galloping horse. The most powerful nomadic horsemen in the ancient world were the Scythians (pp.32–33) from Central Asia in the fifth and fourth centuries BCE. They had very elaborate harness, but they still rode only with a single saddle-cloth and no stirrups. These horses were the riders’ most valuable possessions and were buried with them in their tombs.

Spurred on

The horses of the Middle Ages in 13th-century Europe had a very hard time, for they were bridled with bits and goaded by armored knights wearing cruel spurs (U-shaped devices attached to heel of rider’s boot, pp.44–45). These were either prick spurs, or rowel spurs with little wheels.

Putting your foot in it

It is thought that the Chinese invented metal foot stirrups in the fifth century CE. Stirrups then spread slowly westward to Europe. The use of stirrups altered the way in which battles were fought (pp.44–45), because they allowed horsemen to wield their weapons without falling off.
BUILD A BETTER BIT
Three types of bit have been invented for controlling domesticated horses. The first is the simple "snaffle" bit, which developed into a jointed mouthpiece in Assyria, ca. 900 BCE. A "curb" bit is unjointed with a chain running under the horse's chin, which applies pressure when the reins are used. The third bit is a "pelham," which combines the two bits of a double bridle into one. It has a curb chain and can be used with one or two reins.

REIN RING (TERRET), English, first century CE

This gray Lipizzaner gelding is being ridden side-saddle. Women today usually only ride like this in the show ring or out hunting. In former times, from the early 1300s onward, the side-saddle was the only way a female rider, wearing long, heavy skirts, could be mounted on a horse.

RIDING SIDE-SADDLE
This gray Lipizzaner gelding is being ridden side-saddle. Women today usually only ride like this in the show ring or out hunting. In former times, from the early 1300s onward, the side-saddle was the only way a female rider, wearing long, heavy skirts, could be mounted on a horse.

DEFEAT IN BATTLE
In the Battle of Hastings, 1066, the 7,000 troops brought over from Normandy by William the Conqueror fought against the English. One reason why they won the battle was that they fought on horseback with the new invention of stirrups, while the English dismounted and fought in the old way on foot.

Jointed snaffle bit, Irish, 100 BCE–100 CE

Height at withers 17 hh/68 in (173 cm)

Curb bit (length 12 in/305 mm, width 2 in/50 mm), made of steel and brass, European, 1500s

Curb bit (length 7 in/185 mm, width 4 in/110 mm), made of steel and brass, Portuguese, 1800s

Decorated terret (a ring on saddle harness through which driving reins pass), found in Egypt, first century BCE

Strap-union made of bronze (for joining straps together), English, first century CE
Exploring by horse

**Without the horse and the ass**, human history would have been different. Civilizations would have evolved in their places of origin and their peoples would not have traveled around the world looking for new places to explore and conquer. There would have been no Crusades and Europeans could not have destroyed the native cultures of the Americas. An invading force has to have fast transportation and efficient movement of goods, weapons, and food, otherwise it is powerless against the defenses of settled communities. Although horseriding was the general means of transportation from at least 1,000 BCE, it was not until 2,000 years later, in the 11th century CE, that horses were commonly shod, and a saddle and stirrups generally used. From this time onward, the horse became increasingly important in war and sport (pp.42–45), and great travelers like Marco Polo could ride huge distances across Europe and Asia—journeys that today would be considered long, even by airplane.
GOLDEN WONDER
This exquisite gold model of a four-horse chariot, ca. fifth century BCE, is from the Achaemenid Empire of Persia (now Iran). It is unusual in having two poles to which the two pairs of horses are harnessed.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT
Bucephalus, a black stallion born ca. 331 BCE, is probably the most famous horse to have ever lived. He belonged to Alexander the Great (356–323 BCE), who was 20 when he became the king of Macedon. Together they conquered the known world—from Greece in the west, to Egypt in the south, and as far east as Afghanistan.

PATRON SAINT OF ENGLAND AND PORTUGAL
This icon of St. George, who it is claimed, died in 350 CE, was made by a 13th-century crusader.

Stone frieze of Alexander the Great on his horse, Bucephalus (left),
on a sarcophagus in Syria

Part of treasure found near the Oxus River in central Asia

Early 19th-century North African bridle with curb bit

Tassels on bridle

Gold embroidery on felt, stitched onto leather backing

Curb ring

Curb chain

Reins

Archer showing "Parthian shot"
To the Americas

Before 1492 when the first European settlers arrived in both North and South America, the continents were densely populated with the native peoples, who had arrived there between 20,000 and 10,000 years earlier. The European invaders had a fast means of transportation—the horse and the mule—so they were able to conquer the native Americans and take over vast areas of land. Soon a few horses escaped to live and breed in the wild. Within a hundred years, they had spread over all the grasslands (pp.36–37). The native Americans of both continents soon realized the value of the horse. By bartering with the Spanish, they obtained their own stock which they learned to ride with as much dexterity as the ancient Scythians (pp.32–33), who could shoot an arrow from a bow while riding a galloping horse without stirrups.

BEASTS OF BURDEN
Before there were railroads across the North American continent, teams of six or more mules (pp.26–27) would haul heavily-laden wagons along roads that were often deep in mud and impassable by any other means of transportation.

DOWN MEXICO WAY
In the early 1500s, Spanish conquistadors brought horses (similar to Andalusians, pp.40–41) to the New World, where they had been extinct for 10,000 years. Here Indians present Hernando Cortés (1485–1547), the conqueror of Mexico, with a treasured necklace.
WESTWARD HO!
Trappers, traders, and missionaries were the first to reach the Pacific, but in 1843 a determined band of 1,000 settlers left Missouri on the 2,000-mile (3,300-km) trek westward along the Oregon Trail. To protect themselves from attack, they would put their wagons into a circle at dusk. Finally after many grueling months, bad weather, disease, poor food, and crossing the Rocky Mountains, they reached their destination.

AMERICA’S FIRST MOBILE HOME
The early European settlers traveled across North America with their children and all their belongings in a covered wagon, or “prairie schooner.” It was a hard life, for they had to be entirely self-sufficient, knowing how to shoe a horse (pp.28–29), mend a wheel, bake bread, and nurse the sick.

SOUTHERN COWBOY
The horsemen, or gauchos, of the South American pampas work mainly on huge ranches. Like the cowboys of North America, they spend their lives in the saddle, expertly rounding up cattle.
There are no longer any truly wild horses living in the wild, but all over the world, there are many herds of horses and ponies that are described as “feral.” Feral animals are descended from domesticated stock but are no longer under human control and they live and breed in the wild. The last truly wild horses were the Przewalski’s horses (pp.20–21) that survived in small numbers on the Mongolian steppes until the 1960s. In North and South America, horses spread very rapidly over the grasslands soon after the first Europeans arrived (pp.34–35), at the end of the 15th century, bringing their horses and donkeys with them. Soon there were large herds of horses and donkeys living wild in the grasslands and deserts. In western US, these horses are known as mustangs and the donkeys as burros. Similar feral horses in Australia are called brumbies. Today their numbers are controlled and some are domesticated.

Fell ponies
In Britain there are many breeds of pony that live on the moors, like the Fell pony. Although Fell ponies are owned, they are allowed to live and breed with very little human control. Traditionally, the Fell ponies have been used as pack ponies, for riding, and for light draft work.

German Dülemen
These rare ponies live semiwild on the Duke of Croy’s estate in Westphalia in Germany. They have been crossbred with both British and Polish ponies, so they are not pure-bred. The herd dates back to the early 1300s.

The brumby of Australia
For 150 years there have been herds of feral horses in Australia, ever since they were abandoned during the gold rush. These horses, called brumbies, formed herds and reproduced in great numbers over large areas. They are unpopular with cattle and sheep ranchers because they compete for grazing, and usually carry many parasites. Since the 1960s, they have been hunted so extensively that there are now very few.
THE PONIES OF THE NEW FOREST
In Britain there have been herds of ponies living in the New Forest woodlands of Hampshire, England since the 11th century. For 800 years these ponies lived wild there, but in the 19th century, attempts were made to improve them by bringing in stallions of other breeds. They still run wild in their native area, but also are reared on private stud farms and provide ideal riding ponies for children and adults, and for light draft work (pp.54–55).

SYMBOLIC HORSES
A wild running horse has often been used as a symbol of freedom and elegance. It has advertised many things, from banks to sports cars—such as the Mustang and Pinto in the US, and (as shown here) the Ferrari, the supreme speedster.

THE MUSTANGS OF THE UNITED STATES
The feral horses, or mustangs, of the Nevada desert in the US have hard lives traveling great distances in search of enough grass and water to live on.

DAWN IN THE CAMARGUE
The beautiful white horses from the Camargue in the south of France have lived wild in the marshes of the Rhône delta for over a thousand years. They have very wide hooves for living on soft wet grassland.

THE PONIES OF THE NEW FOREST
In Britain there have been herds of ponies living in the New Forest woodlands of Hampshire, England since the 11th century. For 800 years these ponies lived wild there, but in the 19th century, attempts were made to improve them by bringing in stallions of other breeds. They still run wild in their native area, but also are reared on private stud farms and provide ideal riding ponies for children and adults, and for light draft work (pp.54–55).

SYMBOLIC HORSES
A wild running horse has often been used as a symbol of freedom and elegance. It has advertised many things, from banks to sports cars—such as the Mustang and Pinto in the US, and (as shown here) the Ferrari, the supreme speedster.

THE MUSTANGS OF THE UNITED STATES
The feral horses, or mustangs, of the Nevada desert in the US have hard lives traveling great distances in search of enough grass and water to live on.

DAWN IN THE CAMARGUE
The beautiful white horses from the Camargue in the south of France have lived wild in the marshes of the Rhône delta for over a thousand years. They have very wide hooves for living on soft wet grassland.

THE PONIES OF THE NEW FOREST
In Britain there have been herds of ponies living in the New Forest woodlands of Hampshire, England since the 11th century. For 800 years these ponies lived wild there, but in the 19th century, attempts were made to improve them by bringing in stallions of other breeds. They still run wild in their native area, but also are reared on private stud farms and provide ideal riding ponies for children and adults, and for light draft work (pp.54–55).
The different breeds of horse are often divided by breeders into three types. First are “hotbloods,” or “fullbloods”—the Arab and Thoroughbred breeds. These horses have the same blood temperature as other breeds so they really do not have “hot blood,” but are given this name because they are descended from the Arab and Barb breeds from the hot countries of North Africa and the Middle East. Second are “coldbloods,” which again do not have cold blood, but they are the large, heavy draft horses (pp.50–53) from cold, northern climates. Third are “warmbloods,” or “halfbreds,” which are crosses between hotbloods and coldbloods. This group supplies most modern sport horses (pp.59–61), except for racehorses which are usually Thoroughbreds. All Thoroughbreds can trace their ancestry back to three famous stallions—the Byerly Turk (ca. 1689), the Darley Arabian (ca. 1702), and the Godolphin Arabian (ca. 1731).
Embroidered saddle-cloth

The Arabian is the aristocrat of horses with its elegant head, slender limbs, high carriage of the tail, and fiery temperament. Arabians have been carefully bred and records kept of their pedigrees for perhaps a thousand years in their countries of origin in North Africa and the Middle East.

Barbs and Berbers

The Barb, second only to the Arabian as the world’s first horse breed, is the traditional mount of North African tribesmen (Berbers). Here, Moroccan horsemen show their riding skills at a festival.

Rearing up

Because horses are so beautiful and can be trained so easily, they are indispensable for circus entertainment. They seem to enjoy carrying out difficult and unusual movements with their bodies, as shown here.

Horse Fair

For many centuries, horses have been bought and sold at horse sales around the world, as shown in this detail of a painting by English artist, John Herring (1795–1865).

Coats of Many Colors

In this elaborate painting, made by Indian artists from the Mughal school (ca. 1590), a crow is addressing an assembly of animals in this Persian fable. They include several horses in a variety of coat colors—chestnut, light and dappled grays, bay, and skewbald (pp.40–41).

15-year-old Arabian, very light gray color with tiny dapples in coat

Height at withers 14.1 hh/57 in (145 cm)

Arabian saddle-cloth

Aristocratic Arabian

Arabians have been carefully bred and records kept of their pedigrees for perhaps a thousand years in their countries of origin in North Africa and the Middle East.
Other breeds and colors

Every country has its own breed of horse—from India’s polo pony to southern Africa’s Basuto pony, and Britain’s Shire horse (pp. 50–53). Each breed is adapted to life in its place of origin and each has its own uses. The breeds are defined by their “conformation,” or size and body shape, as well as by their color and any white markings they may have on their faces and legs. Horses come in many different sizes—from the smallest horse in the world, the Falabella which measures no more than 7.2 hh/30 in (76 cm) at the withers, to the largest of all breeds, the Shire horse. A Shire stallion should be 16.2 hh/66 in (168 cm) or above, and should weigh about one ton. Shires are usually black or bay with a white blaze on their forehead, or gray. Their heavily feathered feet have white socks or stockings (pp.38–39). There are many sayings linking horses’ behavior with their coat colors. There is an Arab saying that all horses except bays are unlucky, unless they have white markings, and another that a white horse is the most princely, but that it suffers from the heat. There is a widespread belief too that chestnuts are fast but hot-tempered.

Stars …

It is usual for horses to have white markings on their faces, such as a regular, or irregular, “star” shape set high on the face between the eyes. An example is this Danish Warmblood, a breed now regarded as Denmark's national horse. A small white patch between the nostrils is called a “snip.”

… and stripes

A long, narrow strip of white, extending from above the eyes to the nostrils, is called a “stripe,” as on this Oldenburg, a breed first established in Germany in the 1600s. A stripe can also be “interrupted,” with the coat color showing between the star, short stripe, and snip down the horse’s face.

What the blazes!

A wide strip starting above the eyes extending down to the muzzle is called a “blaze,” as on this Gelderlander from the Netherlands, a breed which has existed for the last century. When white hair covers almost all the face from the forelock to the lips, this is called a “white face.”

Classical EQUITATION

The Spanish Riding School was founded in 1572, when nine Lipizzaner stallions and 24 mares were brought to Vienna in Austria from Spain.
HORSES IN ART
The beauty, elegance, and strength of the horse has fascinated sculptors and artists for thousands of years (pp.22–23, 32–33). In this stylized work by the German painter, Franz Marc (1880–1916), these horses have a symbolic blue color to their coats.

THE “SPANISH HORSE”
Known as the “Spanish Horse” for centuries, Andalusian horses were first bred by Carthusian monks at three monasteries in southwest Spain at the end of the 1400s. The breed was influenced possibly by the Barb of North Africa (pp.38–39). Today the horses are usually bay or gray, but they were originally chestnut or black.

Skewbald refers to large, white patches on another coat color. This Pinto pony from the US has a chestnut coat with white patches (called “Ovaro”), but a white coat with colored patches is called “Tobiano.”

Spanish-style saddle blanket

Horses are called black when the coat, mane, tail, and legs are completely black, as in this beautiful Frisian from the Netherlands.

Roan color can be either “strawberry” (where the coat color is chestnut with white hairs mixed), or “blue” (a black or brown coat with a percentage of white hair), as in this Italian Heavy Draft horse from Venice in northern Italy.

Dun color can be a blue, mouse, or light yellow coat (with black in the legs, mane, and tail), as in this Fjord pony from Norway. The “dorsal eel stripe” running along the mane and back into the tail is typical of this breed.

A spotted coat can have five varieties of pattern, usually dark spots on light hair, as seen here in this minute Falabella, first bred in Argentina.

Usually piebald means large, irregular patches of white and black hairs in the coat, as in this Shetland pony from the Scottish islands of the same name.

Numnah (sheepskin pad to protect horse’s back)
**War horses**

The horse and the ass have been used by people to assist them in their wars of invasion for the last 5,000 years. By riding in chariots harnessed to a pair of asses, or horses, men could travel much faster than on foot and could cause much greater damage to the enemy. At first there were small squabbles between individuals, but then families grew larger and settled into villages, and battles took place between the men. When armed horseriders (or cavalry) were developed from the time of Alexander the Great (pp.32–33), the horse played a major role in all wars until just after World War I, when mechanized vehicles took over. After stirrups became widespread in Europe in the early Medieval period (pp.30–31), the cavalry was more protected from attack by riding new, higher saddles (with stirrups) that gave a steadier seat, and was able to use longer weapons, like lances. This meant that armor had to be heavier and larger horses had to be bred, but they were never as large as the heavy horses of today.

---

**Royal coat of arms**

Made of pure silver, these drums weigh 150 lb (68 kg)

**Rider’s uniform heavily embroidered with real gold thread**

**Bridle’s beard, or tussle, made of natural horse hair—black hair surrounding dyed red hair**

**Made of pure silver, these drums weigh 150 lb (68 kg)**

---

**THE DRUM HORSE OF THE HOUSEHOLD CAVALRY**

Today the drum horse is only used during processions, but before the time of the tank and the airplane, the beating of drums and the blowing of trumpets were always to give men courage as they were led into battle. These drums were presented by King William IV of England to the Life Guards regiment of his Household Cavalry in 1830.

Fifteen-year-old, blue roan Clydesdale carrying two pure silver drums and rider, from the Household Cavalry of Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain and the Commonwealth

---

**NAPOLEON’S FAVORITE CHARGER**

Marengo was the white Arabian pony ridden by the French leader, Napoleon Bonaparte (1769–1821), during the Battle of Waterloo in Belgium in 1815 when he was defeated by the British. Although wounded during this battle, Marengo did not die until 1829.
INTO BATTLE
The Charge of the Light Brigade—resulting in huge casualties of both horses and men—was the most disastrous battle of the Crimean War (1853–1856), fought between Russia on one side and Britain, Turkey, France, and Sardinia on the other. The Crimea is a small area of land to the north of the Black Sea in Ukraine.

TIBETAN WARRIOR
For hundreds of years, the Tibetan cavalry used a form of armor made of small metal plates (“lamellae”) laced together with leather thongs. This type of armor, for both horse and rider, had been used by the nomadic warriors of central Asia and was very similar to that worn by the Mongols when they overran Asia and Eastern Europe (pp.32–33). The Tibetans preserved this traditional armor—even into the 20th century.

AUSTRALIAN ARTILLERY
The Waler (named after New South Wales in Australia where horses were first imported 200 years ago) was the world’s finest cavalry horse during World War I. These horses were strong and hardy, able to carry heavy loads, had good stamina, and an amiable temperament. Now the Australian Stock Horse, based on the Waler, is used widely on cattle stations for herding.

NECESSITIES OF WAR
No battle could be fought without supplies of food, water, and arms hauled to the Front Line by pack horses and mules.

STURDY STIRRUPS
The stirrup was the most important innovation in the history of the horse in war, because it enabled a heavily-armed rider to stay on his horse. Shown here is an 18th-century British cavalry stirrup, made of brass.

GHANAIAN WARRIOR
This brass model of a warrior on horseback was cast in Ghana in West Africa during the 18th century.
The age of chivalry

The politics of Europe was dominated by the feudal system during the 11th and 12th centuries. Some knights were feudal lords, who owned tracts of land and granted its use to their vassals. They also owned serfs, over whom they had complete power. These knights were Christians, bound by the code of chivalry—a religious, moral, and social code that covered every aspect of their lives. The ideal knight was brave, courteous, and honorable, and totally dedicated to war against all non-Christians. By 1200, much of Europe was settled under feudalism and armed knights began the conquest of new lands in the east. The Crusades were fought over territory, but religious passion and the principles of chivalry meant that leaders, such as Richard the Lionheart, could depend on their armed knights to give up their lives for the cause of winning Jerusalem from the Muslims.

The romance of the joust

The armed knights learned how to fight on horseback in tournaments. This sport, known as “justing” or “jousting” (from the Latin iactare, meaning to meet together), was part of the code of chivalry. The heavily armed knights tried to win points by either unhorsing their opponents or by breaking their own lances (up to 8 ft/2.5 m long) against the other’s shields. From the dangerous hand-to-hand fighting, or mêlées, of the 12th century to the colorful pageantry of the 15th and 16th centuries, competitive tournaments were very popular spectator sports until their decline during the 17th century.
Coeur de Lion
Richard the Lionheart (1157–1199) became King of England in 1189. In 1190, he embarked on the Third Crusade to Palestine, where his bravery gave him immortal fame. He returned to England and spent the rest of his life warring against France.

Armour fit for a king
Henry VIII of England passed laws to increase the size of horses by preventing breeding by small stock. At the time of his reign in the early 1500s, the cannon had taken over as the principal weapon of war, against which heavy armor was no defense, but this armor was still used in royal parades.

Full metal shaffron
This 16th-century Turkish shaffron (head defense for a horse) was made of gilt-copper, or “tombak.” It was part of a monument to the Ottoman Empire (late 1200s to early 1900s), which was set up in Agia Irene, a Byzantine church in Istanbul, Turkey.

Wooden or leather crest in the form of a bird or animal was sometimes worn here

Pelham bit

Shield painted in heraldic colors, repeated on horse’s caparison

Vamplate, or metal disc, for protecting hand

Metal helm
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Bronze eye-guard for protecting a horse’s face, English, first century CE

This full horse armor (or bard), known as the “Burgundian Bard,” was given by Emperor Maximilian I of Germany to Henry VIII. It was embossed, engraved, and silvered by Henry’s Flemish harness gilder, ca. 1515.

Leg guard
This wooden German jousting saddle (ca. 1500) was used in a “joust of peace” with blunted lances. The two bows curved around the knight’s thighs and protected him as he wore no leg armor, but he could not be unseated from his mount. Opponents’ horses wore “blind” shaffrons, otherwise they would be spooked.
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Traveling by horse

Horses, asses, and mules have been used to transportation people and their goods from place to place for more than 4,000 years. The first harness and carts had to be made of wood, bone, and leather, until about 3,500 years ago when copper and bronze began to be used on chariots, followed by iron about 2,500 years ago. The use of metals for parts of the harness—like rein rings (terrets) and bits, and on carts for the rims of wheels (tires) and for hubs and axles—increased the speed of transportation, especially in southern Europe and Asia where the climate is dry.

But in northern Europe, with its high rainfall, the pack horse remained the most practical means of travel (especially in winter) until roads were built, first by the Romans, and then not again until the Middle Ages (1100–1500 CE).

Fit for a queen

This is a replica of Queen Elizabeth I’s carriage—the first carriage to be built for the British monarchy. Before this time, royalty had to ride in carts. Made of wood, with steps that folded up to form part of the side, the carriage had a padded roof, which provided protection from the rain.

Highwayman and horse

Dick Turpin (1706–1739) was a legendary English highwayman who, it has been recorded, rode to the city of York in record time on his mount Black Bess.

Bareback rider!

An 11th-century legend records that Lady Godiva rode naked through Coventry in a protest against heavy taxes imposed by her husband.

Horse feathers

The horses of the Native Americans had endless endurance and great stamina for use in both war and hunting. Color and decoration were part of the Native Americans’ culture. The chiefs would wear magnificent feathered headdresses and they would adorn their horses as well.

Horse of burden

This stone frieze shows that, about 2,600 years ago, the ancient Assyrians bred powerful mules (pp.26–27) to carry their hunting gear.

The travelers

For hundreds of years, Romany gypsies have traveled around Europe living in their caravans. No one knows where they came from, although they may be of Hindu origin. Today, people like to use these horse-drawn vehicles for vacations.
EIGHT-YEAR-OLD IRISH DRAFT horse (wearing traditional Romany harness) pulling a gypsy caravan, built in Ireland, ca. 1850

PATRON SAINT
St. Christopher (third century CE) was the patron saint of travelers—his feast day is July 25. A St. Christopher’s medal has always been a symbol of good luck.

PILGRIMS’ PROGRESS
Pilgrims to Canterbury Cathedral were immortalized by the English poet Geoffrey Chaucer (ca. 1345–1400) in his legendary Canterbury Tales.

18th-century bronze horse and rider from Nigeria in West Africa
Horse-drawn vehicles

The earliest chariots in the ancient world had solid wooden wheels and a fixed axle that did not pivot. The invention of light, spoked wheels, like those shown here, meant that the chariot, or carriage, could travel much faster. The four-wheeled carriage, with a swiveling axle that could turn independently of the body, was a further improvement which became common only in the early Middle Ages. Just as today people show their status in society by the kind of car they own, in the past they did the same with their horse and carriage. The poor traveled in carts and on horse buses, while the rich traveled in superb carriages harnessed to the most perfect horses. Great effort went into maintaining horses, harness, and carriages. Horses had to be fed and fitted with shoes (which is why so many people of English ancestry are called Smith), wheels had to be greased and repaired (giving another surname, Wheeler), and the carriages had to be kept clean and dry.
WAY OUT WEST
Two American businessmen—Henry Wells (1805–1878) and William Fargo (1818–1881)—opened their offices in San Francisco in 1852 to provide banking and shipping services, linking the Far West with the rest of the nation. The famous Wells Fargo stagecoaches would carry private passengers, mail, money, and other valuables.
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Brake lever operated by driver’s foot

Two pairs of Welsh Cobs hauling Wells Fargo stagecoach, made in US, late 1800s

Only one seat left on this overcrowded horse bus—two people will be disappointed
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Standing room for up to 12 passengers

A type of Victorian carriage called a barouche, made in England from a French design, ca. 1880
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Hunting brake, with driver’s seat and space for standing room only, made in England, ca. 1880
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Heavy horses

In Europe and Asia, “the age of the horse” lasted from the classical times of Greece and Rome until the beginning of the 1800s. During this long period, until they were overtaken by the steam engine, not only were the horse, mule, and donkey the chief means of transportation, they were also totally necessary for all kinds of agricultural work. They were used for forestry, pulling brewers’ drays, harvesting, and threshing on the land, as well as for drawing water from wells. In the Mediterranean and Middle East areas, where the soils are light and dry, the donkey (pp.24–25) carried out these tasks. In northern Europe, where the soils are damp and full of clay, powerful heavy horses were needed for plowing and haulage along the muddy roads. Today the heavy horses of Britain and Europe are exported around the world—to the US and Canada, Australia, and Japan.

Belgian Compact
Also called Brabant, this ancient breed of magnificent heavy draft horses from Belgium has remained purebred. They are still used as farm horses and are particularly popular in the US.

Dapple-gray Percheron

Before the Tractor
The invention of the rigid, padded horse collar by the Chinese, ca. 500 CE, spread across Asia to Europe. The subsequent effect on agriculture was enormous and horse-drawn plows became the tractors of their day. Nowadays, plowing with horses is slower than using a tractor, but some farmers find it more satisfying work and it is better for the land. Plowing competitions still take place each year at agricultural shows in North America, Britain, and Europe, as shown by these two superb Shire horses (left).
Best of France

The Percheron, from northern France, is perhaps the best known of all breeds of heavy horse. Its elegance, despite its great size, is due to crossbreeding with Arabian stallions. It is a very popular breed around the world, particularly in the US and Canada.

A better brew

Around 1800, the horse became increasingly important in the brewing industry—even the smallest company would have horses, drays, and carts, as well as a blacksmith and wheelwright. Horses were also used for grinding the malt and for driving water pumps. On beer deliveries, the horses’ harness was highly decorated.

A powerful punch

This breed—the Suffolk Punch—was developed as a farm horse in the county of Suffolk in eastern England during the late 1700s. Not only does it have fantastic stamina and power, but it also needs less food than other heavy breeds. The Suffolk’s coloring is always chestnut, but the shade can vary from light to dark.

French pride

The head of the Boulonnais—a native of northwest France like the Percheron—shows the influence of its Arabian ancestry. This well-muscled, silky-coated ancient breed usually stands over 16 hh/64 in (163 cm).

Mountain climber

The Avelignese is raised in the mountains of Italy. Used as both a draft horse and a pack horse, it is a bigger version of the Haflinger from Austria (pp.38–39) and measures up to 14.3 hh/59 in (150 cm).

Deep in the forest

Heavy horses have traditionally been used for hauling heavy logs out of the forest, as shown by these Shire horses in southern England.

After the harvest is done

Horses have been used for centuries to prepare the ground for next season’s crops after the harvest. Here this 16th-century Flemish scene shows horses used for plowing and harrowing (smoothing the plowed earth).
Without the horse, the industrial revolution at the end of the 1700s could never have taken place. Horse transportation enabled manufactured goods to be carried to ships for export to foreign countries and it enabled people to flock to the cities for work in the new industries. Horses were used in the factories to provide power to engines and machines for grinding malt for brewing (pp.50–51) or wheat for flour, spinning cotton, and furnace blowing. In the mines, ponies were used underground for hauling loads from the coal face (pp.62–63) and above ground for towing barges full of coal along the canals. Horses also hauled buses, fire engines, and goods wagons. Today, there are few places where the horse has not been replaced by machinery, but the term used to measure the pulling power of an engine is still “horsepower.” One horsepower is equivalent to 746 watts and one metric horsepower equals 736 watts.

In heavy snow, a sturdy team of surefooted horses is needed to haul logs out of forests, or sleds full of people or goods, as shown by these Haflinger ponies in Bavaria in southern Germany.

Teams of horses hauled wooden wagons laden with supplies to Australia’s interior, such as this area of New South Wales. The safety of these wagons depended upon the wheels being made correctly.

Victorian fire engine, English, 1890—wheels were wide to allow horses to turn sharply around corners without risking a spill.
Horses and mules were often used to pull barges heavily laden with coal or farm produce along rivers and canals in Britain and Europe—an efficient means of transportation that lasted well into the 1900s.

Huge, flat grinding stones hidden underground

Shire horse pulling heavy horse gin, or horsewheel, inside a circular building called a roundhouse

GOING AROUND IN CIRCLES

The tediousness of this circular work is all the more apparent when viewed from above.

A HARD GRIND

This horse is being used to turn a mill wheel to grind corn into flour—just as horses, mules (pp.26–27), and donkeys (pp.24–25) have done all over Europe since Roman times. The animals were forced to walk around and around in a small circle for hours on end, pulling the rope or chain that turned the heavy grinding stone. Sometimes, a pair of horses would carry out this operation—they had to be specially trained to keep to a steady pace and at the correct speed.
Light draft work

They may not be as elegant as the Thoroughbred, or as magnificent as the heavy horse, but the common light draft horses were the mainstay of transportation throughout the world until the invention of the steam engine in the 1820s. Light draft horses pulled every kind of wagon, carriage, and cart. These horses had to be powerful and fast, as well as able to cover long distances without becoming tired. Normally, they did not belong to any particular breed but some—like the Cleveland Bay of Yorkshire in northern England—had been preserved as pure breeds since ancient times. Originally, Cleveland Bays were known as “Chapman horses” because they were used to carry the loads of traveling salesmen, or “chapmen,” around the countryside.
Pair of black Welsh Cobs, in black and silver harness, pulling funeral hearse, made in England, ca. 1850

Pair of grays and phaeton, English, ca. 1840

Driver dressed in dark mourning suit

Coffin

Plumes made of ostrich feathers

Engraved glass sides

Splinter bar to which traces are attached

Harness attached to center pole

Rubber-wheeled dairy wagon, made in England, ca. 1950

In English spa towns in the early part of the 1800s, young gentlemen would dash around town driving their latest status symbol, such as this convertible model—an elegant sporting phaeton driven with the top up or down.

A family enjoys an outing in their horse-drawn carriage, in this print by American lithographers Nathaniel Currier (1813–1888) and James Ives (1824–1895).

SUNDAY MORNING DRIVE

Pair of black Welsh Cobs, in black and silver harness, pulling funeral hearse, made in England, ca. 1850
The horse in North America

The indigenous wild horses (equids) of North America became extinct about 10,000 years ago. The first domestic horses landed on the continent 9,500 years later with Christopher Columbus in 1492. Since then horses have symbolized freedom and enterprise in North America and for the next 425 years, the increase in horse numbers matched that of humans. Horses have been constant companions of nearly everyone. They have drawn very heavy loads in the searing heat of deserts, down deep mines, and along muddy roads. The horse transformed the lives of Native Americans who had previously hauled their possessions by dog sled and on their own backs. With the horse, people had a new means of fast transportation and also could hunt buffalo (American bison) much more efficiently.

In 1882, former Pony Express rider (p.62) Buffalo Bill Cody (1846–1917) put on the first professional rodeo show at the Fourth of July celebrations in Nebraska, with contests in shooting, riding, and bronco-busting.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (founded in 1873) are world famous for the splendid pageantry—red tunics, black horses, bright banners—of their musical ride.

The Amish settled in Pennsylvania in the early 1700s and developed the Conestoga (a heavier version of the covered wagon) which helped explore the West (pp.34–35). Today their simple lifestyle means that they still use horses for both work and travel.

The Appaloosa with its distinctive spotted coat (pp.40–41) was a favorite mount of Native Americans.

Calamity Jane, Annie Oakley, Belle Starr … the list of female legends of the Old West is endless, when cowgirls had to ride a horse, shoot a gun, and cope with everything as well as any man. The bad guys and girls—like Frank and Jesse James, the Dalton gang, Billy the Kid, and Flo Quick—were chased by lawmen like Wyatt Earp and Wild Bill Hickok, and everyone rode a horse.

The Appaloosa with its distinctive spotted coat (pp.40–41) was a favorite mount of Native Americans.
ARMY ROUGHRIDERS

Ordinary cavalrymen (an army’s mounted forces) had to spend long hours in the saddle, so it was important to have strong horses. In this painting by the American artist Frederic Remington (1861–1909), the US Cavalry is in hot pursuit.

BUFFALO HUNT

In this painting by American artist George Catlin (1796–1872), the Native Americans’ horses are shown hunting the buffalo—which all but disappeared from the West through excessive slaughter by European immigrants.

HOLLYWOOD HEROES

“There isn’t a bronc that can’t be rode; there isn’t a cowboy that can’t be throwed.” The central feature of the rodeo show is the bucking horse, symbol of a man’s need to subjugate the wild and the free, but a horse is not “broken” without a fight. Wild horse races are also a feature of the rodeo, in which terrified, unbroken horses are saddled and ridden to show off the cowboys’ courage. Movie cowboys and their famous horses—such as the Lone Ranger and Silver, Roy Rogers and Trigger—helped to recreate the legend of the Old West.

STAMPEDE!

Every July at the Calgary Stampede in Canada, the contests of skill and speed at this rodeo include the dramatic chuck (food) wagon races. Two pairs of horses, a cook/driver, and four outriders race around a circuit—the first across the finish line wins.

Paul Revere’s ride

Famous for his ride from Boston on the night of April 18, 1775 to warn the colonists of Massachusetts that the British troops were coming, Paul Revere (1735–1818) and his borrowed horse have become an American legend.

Cowboy on Palomino (part Thoroughbred, part Arabian)
Sport horses

“They rapidly flew over the plain, swiftly … whilst their manes were tossed about by the breath of the wind.” This description of a chariot race comes from Homer’s *Iliad* (written in the eighth century BCE), in which five Greek warriors raced across the plain of Troy in honor of the hero Patroclus, killed in the Trojan War. In the seventh century BCE, four-horse chariot races were part of the early Olympic Games, while in later centuries the Romans raced horses in a “circus,” or special arena. From the end of the Roman Empire, sports with horses went into a decline that lasted until the Middle Ages. Then, in the late 11th century, the first flat racing began in England, and later, in Renaissance Europe, riding schools teaching classical equitation developed. In 1750 the first Jockey Club was founded in England, and by 1775 trotting races began in Russia. Today, competitive sports with horses are as popular as ever, and huge amounts of money are invested in breeding racehorses.

**Every year in Siena, Italy, horses and riders race around the main square in the dramatic and exciting *Palio***

A smooth leather English saddle has a very low cantle and pommel

There is a legend that Pelops, here driving a four-horse chariot, founded the Olympic Games in 1222 BCE to honor the supreme deity, Zeus

There is a legend that Pelops, here driving a four-horse chariot, founded the Olympic Games in 1222 BCE to honor the supreme deity, Zeus

**POINT TO POINT**

Steeplechasing began in 1752 as a cross-country race in which a church steeple was the goal and all the hedges, or gates, in between had to be jumped to reach it.

**OVER THEY GO**

To jump over obstacles in their path is part of the natural behavior of wild horses that are galloping away from a predator. But domesticated horses will only jump when directed to do so by their riders. To train a horse to be a show jumper is a long and complicated process.
Fun For Everyone

Mounted games, or gymkhanas, offer young riders a chance to see what they and their ponies can do at this junior level of equestrian, or horseriding, competition.

In Cold Water

Three-day eventing tests the endurance, speed, and obedience of a horse, as well as its rider's ability. The event is broken down into dressage on the first day, followed by a cross-country/steeplechase course that includes a spectacular water hazard (as shown), with show jumping on the third and final day.

Riding side-saddle originated with European royalty some 600 years ago, but in 19th-century England, ladies rode in this way for the hunt

Western saddles, made of heavy tooled leather, had distinctive pommels (saddle horns) used by cowboys when roping cattle with lariats (lassos)

They're Off!

Modern flat racing—racing on a track with no obstacles—owes its existence to the Thoroughbred (pp.38–39), first developed in Britain during the 17th and 18th centuries. Today influential racing nations include Britain, France, Italy, Australia, and the US.
**Horses for courses**

The close bond that has been forged over thousands of years between humans and horses cannot be broken by the rise of the car. Today the horse is becoming ever more popular in competitive sports, and those who cannot take part in showjumping or racing get much pleasure from watching them on television. Most highly bred horses, in particular those that compete at the highest levels, must be carefully trained to maintain their fitness and optimize their chance of winning. Racehorses will use their natural instincts to follow a leader (the other horses), helped by the sting of a whip. Show jumpers and dressage horses combine training with obedience. Besides racing or jumping, the most ancient sport involving horses is hunting, which many people consider to be cruel to the prey. Horses (singly or in teams) provide an amazing variety of sport and recreation for thousands of people around the world—from pony-trekking and endurance racing to international driving and classical equitation, or dressage.

**Away to the races**

Flat racing—the "Sport of Kings"—is very popular around the world with such classic races as England's Derby, the Belmont Stakes in the US, and Australia's Melbourne Cup. Here, the French impressionist painter, Edgar Degas (1834–1917), shows jockeys and horses in their owners' racing colors awaiting their call to the start line.

**Height at withers**

15 hh/60 in (152 cm)

**Crossing a creek**

All around the world, pony-trekking is a popular recreation for both adults and children. In this picture, children are riding their ponies in single file across a shallow stream in the Victorian Alps in southeastern Australia.

**Pacers and trotters**

In many parts of the world, including North America, France, Russia, Australia, and New Zealand, the trotting, or harness, race is just as popular as flat racing. The modern trotting race has something in common with the ancient chariot race, except that it is run with a single horse that is only allowed to trot. In pacing (as shown here), the legs move in lateral (same side) rather than diagonal pairs (legs move in diagonal pairs for conventional trotting).

**Three horsemen**

For centuries, riders took part in long-distance races to see who could break the latest time and distance record. In this 18th-century Japanese print by Katsushika Hokusai (1760–1849), three horsemen are racing to the foothills of Mount Fuji.

**Three-year-old bay American Standardbred driven by owner in his racing colors**
ELEGANT DRESSAGE
Classical riding shows the horse at its peak of fitness and its obedience to its rider, and it reached its height of popularity in the 1700s. In modern advanced dressage competitions, marks out of ten are given for excellence. One of the most difficult movements (shown here) is piaffe, in which the horse maintains the beat of a slow, elevated trot without moving forward.

THE HUNTERS RETURN
Hunting from horseback has been carried out since the time of the Assyrians, ca. 2500 BCE, when the prey was lions or wild oxen. Later, in Europe, as shown in this 16th-century Flemish calendar, the quarry was the stag, bear, or hare. In the 17th century, the English developed fox-hunting with the help of specially trained scent hounds.

HAVE YOU PASSED YOUR DRIVING TEST YET?
At horse shows around the world, driving events are very popular. In 1970, the first international horse driving trials, based on the format of the three-day event, took place. These trials had presentation and dressage on the first day, followed by a marathon of 17 miles (27 km), and then obstacle driving on the final day.

Walking the horse
The horse has four natural gaits—the walk, trot, canter, and gallop. The walk has four beats—left hind, left fore, right hind, and right fore legs, each hitting the ground separately. The trot has two beats—left hind and right fore together, then right hind and left fore together. The canter has three beats—left hind, then left fore and right hind together, and finally the right fore leg. The gallop has four beats—the same as the walk—then all four feet come off the ground.
Children who learn to ride and look after a pony develop an understanding of the rich relationships that can exist between humans and animals, and a pony can often be a child’s best friend. In the past, the native ponies of northern Europe were used as pack animals and for general farm work, and then when a particularly docile pony was too old to work, it was given to a small child for the first riding lessons. In those times almost everyone knew how to handle a horse. Today, fewer people learn to ride and even fewer have a pony of their own, but for those who do, it is a most rewarding experience. Most breeds, like the Dartmoor and Fell ponies, are extremely hardy and have evolved in a harsh environment where they survive on little food and remain outdoors all winter. However, thoroughbred ponies that are trained for the show ring need much more care.

Through all kinds of weather
From Missouri to California, Pony Express riders braved bad weather, difficult terrain, and attacks from Native Americans to carry the mail 2,000 miles (3,300 km) across the US in the 1860s. They managed to cut delivery time from weeks to just days.

Small but mighty
Shetland ponies were first bred as farm animals and, despite their very small size, they can draw a heavily loaded cart.

How to look after your pony
To be responsible for a pony is very hard work, as the animal’s welfare is entirely dependent on its owner. The pony must be given pasture, fresh water, and shelter, and it has to have regular exercise and constant companionship. It also has to be groomed and inspected for parasites, and its hooves have to be attended to.

Nourishing mix of barley, oats, corn, pony nuts, Spanish beans, and molasses
Sugar beet (must be soaked for 12 or 24 hours before feeding)
Rolled barley
Straw for bedding

Riding for the disabled
All disabled people who want to ride a horse should be given a chance to do so. Here a young rider is directing her pony with her feet, by reins attached to the stirrups.

Pair of black Shetland ponies hitched to a cart loaded with hay and a bag of feed

A blue-glazed toy showing a boy and his pony, found in Egypt, ca. 200 CE
Various types of rugs or sheets (made from jute, wool, or nylon) are needed for keeping the horse warm in winter, or protecting it from flies and dust in hot weather.

Hay for eating

Curry comb for removing dried mud

Metal comb used when braiding

Soft body brush

Molting brush

Hoof oil

Dressage whip

Lunge whip

Headcollar for training horse to be on the lead

Around and Around

Every fairground has to have a merry-go-round, or carousel, where children can safely ride a brightly painted mechanical horse, that goes up and down as well as around and around. In the US and Canada the horses go from left to right.

Pit Ponies

Ponies that were blind were often taken to work down mines as they did not need to see their way along the tunnels. It was wet, cold, and dark in the coal mines of the old days, and it was the hardest of all lives for both the miners and their ponies, many of which lived underground for months on end.

A young boy and his blue roan Shetland pony ready for working underground in a coal mine

Three-tined fork for mucking out stables

Miner’s lamp

Hoof pick

Shetland ponies were often taken to work underground in coal mines.
A horse drinks at least 6.6 gallons (25 liters) of water each day. That’s about 13 times as much as an adult human.

Within an hour of being born, a foal is up on its feet and able to walk. It takes a child about a year to master the same skills. In the wild this ability is essential, because the foal has to move on with the rest of the herd.

A herd of horses is usually led by a mare (a female horse). She decides when the herd should move on to look for fresh grazing and also keeps discipline within the herd. She uses behavior like the bite threat (see p.13) to keep the other members of the herd in order.

Horses have powerful lungs and strong hearts to help them run fast. A thoroughbred horse’s heart can weigh up to 11 lbs (5 kg). That’s about 16 times as heavy as an adult person’s heart, which weighs in at a puny 9 oz (300 g).

The “horsepower” is an internationally recognized unit of the pulling power of an engine. Scientists define it as the power that is required to lift a weight of 163 lbs (75 kg) over a distance of 39 in (1 m) in 1 second. But a real horse is 10 to 13 times as strong as this, so strangely one horse does not equal one horsepower.

The Shire Horse is the largest breed of horse. But the biggest-ever horse was a Percheron called Dr. Le Gear. He measured an amazing 21 hands (84 in/213 cm) high.

A mother horse and her foal

A 20-year-old horse shows its teeth

People argued for many years about whether a horse takes all four feet off the ground when it gallops. Then in 1872, a photographer called Eadweard Muybridge set up a line of 24 cameras and photographed a horse galloping past. The pictures proved that during each stride a horse does indeed have all four feet off the ground at the same time.

“Doing the donkey work” means doing hard, boring work. The expression comes from the fact that donkeys were bred for their stamina and endurance and were used mainly to carry heavy loads. More interesting jobs, such as carrying riders, were normally done by horses.

Did you know?
**Questions and Answers**

**Q** Why do newborn foals look so gangly?

**A** When a foal is born, its legs are already about 90 percent of their adult length, whereas the rest of its body has to grow a lot. This makes it look very gangly. Foals often have to bend their front legs to reach down to eat grass.

**Q** Why are horses’ eyes positioned on the sides of their heads?

**A** This eye position gives the horse good all-around vision, which is vital for spotting potential dangers. When a horse is grazing, it can see all around without having to raise or turn its head.

**Q** Why do horses often roll on the ground?

**A** Rolling helps a horse to scratch places it can't otherwise reach and to shed loose hairs from its coat. Horses from one herd usually roll in the same place. Each horse leaves its individual scent on the rolling patch. These scents gradually mix together to produce a unique “herd smell” that helps the horses in the herd to bond together.

**Q** How fast can a horse run?

**A** The maximum recorded speed for a galloping horse is 43 mph (69 km/h). This is quick enough to put the horse among the 10 fastest mammals in the world, but it is way behind the fastest animal on earth, the cheetah, which can reach speeds of 65 mph (105 km/h).

**Q** How did the Przewalski’s horse get its unusual name?  

**A** The Przewalski’s horse is named after the man who discovered it—Nikolay Przhevalsky. He was a 19th-century Russian explorer who went on several journeys around east-central Asia, exploring previously little known regions, such as the Tien Shan Mountains and Lake Baikal. Przhevalsky was interested in wildlife and assembled extensive plant and animal collections. His natural history discoveries included the wild camel and the wild horse, which he found in western Mongolia in the 1870s.

**Q** Why do horses come in so many different shapes and sizes?

**A** People have created the many different types of horse by selective breeding. This means limiting breeding to selected animals, perhaps by crossbreeding between different types of horse or in-breeding within a family. This is done to achieve a desired shape or skill. For example, some horses have been bred for strength, and others for speed. Gradually, over many years, a variety of distinctive horse and pony breeds have emerged from this process.

**Q** Why do horses run away?

**A** Horses facing danger have two options - fight or flight. They nearly always prefer to run away. One horse in the herd is always on guard. If it senses danger, it alerts the others and then the whole herd will run off. Horses run first and ask questions later!

**Q** When was horse racing first invented?

**A** The first records of a ridden race come from the ancient Greek Olympic Games in 624 BCE. It took place over a distance of about 1,200 m (1,313 yds) and the jockeys rode bareback.

**Record Breakers**

**HIGHEST JUMP**  
The world record for the highest horse jump is 8 ft 1.25 in (2.47 m) by Captain Alberto Larraguibel Morales riding Huaso.

**SPEED RECORD**  
The fastest winner of the Epsom Derby was a horse called Lamtarra, who completed the 1.5-mile (2.4-km) course in just 2 minutes 32.31 seconds in 1995.

**BIGGEST BREED**  
The largest breed of horse is the Shire Horse, which stands 16.2–17.2 hands (65–69 in/165–175 cm) high.

**SMALLEST BREED**  
The smallest breed of horse is the Falabella, which is just 7.5 hands (30 in/76 cm) high. Despite its small size, the Falabella is technically not a pony, but a miniature horse, because it has the characteristics and proportions of a horse.
Identifying breeds

There are about 160 different breeds and types of horse around the world. Many breeds were developed for specific purposes, such as riding, farm work, or pulling heavy loads.

**PONIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Shetland</td>
<td>10.5-13</td>
<td>This pony, from the Shetland Islands, was taken to the US in 1885 and is now the most popular breed of pony there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haflinger</td>
<td>Up to 13.3</td>
<td>The Austrian Haflinger pony is always chestnut or palomino in color with a distinctive flaxen mane and tail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspian</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>The Caspian is the most ancient breed of horse in existence, and it may be an ancestor of the Arabian horse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connemara</td>
<td>13-14.2</td>
<td>Fast, courageous, and good at jumping, this Irish pony is an ideal pony for competitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fjord Pony</td>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>This Norwegian pony is used for riding, carrying loads, and pulling plows. Its mane is usually cut short.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh Mountain Pony</td>
<td>Under 12</td>
<td>Thanks to its origins in the harsh climate of the Welsh mountains, this hardy pony is able to survive on minimal rations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RIDING HORSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appaloosa</td>
<td>14.2-15.2</td>
<td>This horse has a distinctive spotted coat. It is descended from horses brought to the Americas by the Spanish conquistadors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian</td>
<td>14.2-15</td>
<td>The Arab is the purest breed of horse. It comes from the Arabian peninsula, where it was in existence as early as 2500 BCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barb</td>
<td>14.2-15</td>
<td>This breed comes from Morocco, where it was the mount of the Berber horsemen. It is normally gray or black in color.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Horse</td>
<td>14.3-16</td>
<td>This was the first American breed of horse. It was used for farm work and herding cattle, and made a perfect cowboy’s horse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selle Français</td>
<td>15.3-16</td>
<td>This horse’s name means “French saddle horse.” It was bred for riding, and today is used for show jumping and racing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoroughbred</td>
<td>16-16.2</td>
<td>This is the fastest and most valuable of all the breeds of horse. The Thoroughbred is used primarily for racing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Driving Horses

**Cleveland Bay**
Bred in the northeast of England, the Cleveland Bay was used to carry heavy men out hunting and to pull carriages.

**Hackney**
The British Hackney has a distinctive high-stepping gait. It was bred to pull carriages, especially the famous Hackney Cab.

**Friesian**
This horse from the Netherlands was often used to pull funeral carriages because of its black colour.

**Gelderlander**
Bred specifically to pull carriages, this Netherlands horse is often used in carriage driving competitions.

**Lipizzaner**
The white Lipizzaner horse is used at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna, where it excels at displays of dressage.

**Standardbred**
This American horse is the world’s best breed for harness racing. It can cover a mile (1.6 km) in under two minutes.

### Draught Horses

**Ardennais**
Originating from the Ardennes region of France and Belgium, this is the oldest of the European heavy breeds.

**Belgian Draught**
This horse was originally bred for farm work. It has relatively short legs, but is noted for its great strength.

**Clydesdale**
The Clydesdale originates from Scotland. It was used for pulling heavy loads in cities, particularly brewer’s drays.

**Percheron**
The French Percheron has been used for many tasks – pulling coaches, farm work, riding, and as a war horse.

**Shire Horse**
The Shire Horse, from the middle shires of England, is the world’s largest breed of horse. It was used for pulling ploughs and other farm work, and in cities for pulling brewer’s drays.
If you would like to get more involved in the world of horses, there are lots of ways to do it. You could start by visiting a horse show—there are many events held around the country in spring and summer, and indoors during the winter—or a county or state show where many breeds of horse are often on display. If you are feeling more adventurous, why not try riding lessons? Once you have mastered the basics, you will be able to go trekking in the countryside, or even enter a local competition yourself.

**VISITING A HORSE SHOW**
You can see horses taking part in sports such as show jumping, dressage, and driving events by visiting a horse show. Shows range from small local events, such as a riding club’s gymkhana or a local point-to-point (steeplechase), to big county and international shows. The best known are listed in the “Places to Visit” box.

**GOING RIDING**
If you’d like to try riding, it is important to go to a proper riding school to learn. The American Riding Instructors Association (www.riding-instructor.com) has a list of approved instructors and schools and can help you find one in your area. You won’t need any special equipment, as the school will provide you with a helmet, but it’s a good idea to wear long pants and a long-sleeved shirt to protect your skin if you fall off.

**EQUIPMENT**
After two or three lessons, if you decide you want to continue riding, you could invest in some riding clothes. The first and most important things to buy are a helmet and some riding gloves.

**ROSETTES**
Rosettes are given to the winners in riding competitions. In the United States, blue signifies first place, red second, yellow third, and green fourth. Tricolor rosettes, like this one, are presented for championships.
SEEING HORSES IN THE WILD
Several breeds of pony live wild in the United States. Two herds make their home on the island of Assateague. The herds, separated by a fence at the Maryland-Virginia state line, can be seen wandering the beaches, roadways, trails, and campgrounds on the island. The small, shaggy horses appear tame but are wild and not used to people, so you should be careful not to get too close.

Fly fringes over the horse’s ears help to cut out distracting sounds.

A racehorse being exercised on Newmarket Heath

SEEING BREEDS OF HORSES AROUND THE WORLD
Your local county or state show is a good place to see various types of horse, from ponies to hacks, hunters, and cobs. Larger shows will provide more variety—Stadium Jumping Inc. and Horse Shows In the Sun both give information on where to see shows featuring different breeds from across the country. A large number of breeds are also on display at the Kentucky Horse Park.

USEFUL WEB SITES
• For information on programs at local clubs throughout the United States, log on to: www.ponyclub.org
• Learn about the evolution of horses and how they changed the world: www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/horses
• See beautiful horses of every breed in this online photo gallery: www.horseillustrated.com/horse/photogallery.aspx
• For horse information, stories, puzzles, trivia, and pictures, go to: www.horsefun.com
• Find information on clinics, competitions, and other USEA events on: www.eventingusa.com

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF RACING AND HALL OF FAME, SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY
www.racingmuseum.org
The museum and hall of fame is across from the historic Saratoga Race Course, the oldest operating track in the United States. The museum houses an equine art collection, trophies, and thoroughbred racing memorabilia.

THE HUBBARD MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN WEST, RUDOSO, NM
www.hubbardmuseum.org
The museum contains a collection of thousands of horse-related items, including carriages, wagons, horse-drawn vehicles spanning hundreds of years, and facts and artifacts of horse racing’s most legendary horses. There are a variety of classes and special events for children, and lectures and educational opportunities for families.

NATIONAL COWBOY AND WESTERN HERITAGE MUSEUM, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
www.cowboyhalloffame.org
Exhibits include the American Cowboy Gallery and the American Rodeo Gallery. Events include the Chuck Wagon Gathering in May and the National Children’s Cowboy Festival.

THE CHINCOTEAGUE VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS’ CARNIVAL, CHINCOTEAGUE, VA
www.chincoteaguechamber.com/pony-events/ev-pony.html
The main event at the internationally recognized Pony Penning and Auction is watching Assateague Island’s wild horses swim across the Assateague Channel to the mainland at low tide. After a rest, the horses are auctioned. The event, each July, attracts thousands of people to Chincoteague.

THE KENTUCKY HORSE PARK, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
www.kyhorsepark.com
A working horse farm where you can see around 50 different breeds of horse. Includes two museums, parade of breeds, and demonstrations of the farrier’s skills. The International Museum of the Horse, on park premises, highlights equine works of art and artifacts, and explores equestrian heritage in the United States and abroad.

THE KENTUCKY DERBY MUSEUM
www.derbymuseum.org
New high-tech, hands-on displays and interactive video exhibits bring the Kentucky Derby to life at this museum dedicated to the history of racing.

Places to Visit
Glossary

ARABIAN One of the oldest of all the breeds of horse. Arabians originate from the Arabian peninsula, where they were bred by the Bedouin people around 3,000 years ago.

ASS A member of the horse family. There are three types of ass—the African wild ass (Equus africanus), and Asian wild asses (Equus hemionus and Equus Kiang).

BARB One of the earliest breeds of horse. The barb comes from North Africa, and is the traditional mount of the Berber people.

BIT The part of a bridle that fits in the horse’s mouth. Different styles of bit include the snaffle, the curb, and the pelham (see pp.31).

BLAZE A white marking on a horse’s head. A blaze is a wide stripe that starts above the eyes and extends to the muzzle.

BRAND A mark burned on to a horse’s skin to show its breed or who owns it.

BRIDLE The headgear used to control a horse. A bridle consists of leather straps around the horse’s head, a bit in its mouth, and the reins that the rider holds.

BRUMBY A type of feral horse found in Australia. Brumbies are descended from domesticated horses that were abandoned during the gold rushes, 150 years ago.

BURRO A type of feral donkey first introduced into the desert southwest of North America by the Spaniards in the 1500s.

CANTER A gait in which the horse’s feet hit the ground in three beats—the left hindleg, then the left foreleg and the right hindleg together, and finally the right foreleg.

CHIVALRY A combination of qualities expected of an ideal knight in the Middle Ages, such as courage, honor, and courtesy. The term comes from the French word cheval, meaning “horse,” because knights were mounted soldiers.

COLD BLOODS The name given to an ancient group of horses from northern Europe. Modern-day heavy or draft horses, such as the Shire Horse, Percheron, and Jutland, are believed to have descended from these horses.

COLD BLOODY One of the earliest breeds of horse. The cold blood was bred to be small and well-proportioned, and to be able to work in cold climates.

COLT A male horse that is less than four years old and has been castrated.

CROSSBRED An animal produced by breeding between two different members of the horse family, or between two different breeds of horse. For example, a mule is bred from a horse and a donkey.

CRUSADES A series of military expeditions made by European knights in the Middle Ages to capture the Holy Land (modern-day Israel) from the Muslims.

DOMESTICATION Donkeys were first domesticated in western Asia and Egypt about 6,000 years ago, followed by the beginnings of horse domestication in Asia and eastern Europe.

DONKEY A domesticated ass, descended from the African wild ass (Equus africanus).

DRAFT HORSE A horse used for pulling heavy loads and working the land, rather than for riding.

DRESSAGE A form of competition in which a rider shows off a horse’s skills in obedience and deportment.

EQUIDS Members of the horse family of mammals, which includes domestic horses, wild asses, and zebras. The name “equid” comes from Equidae, the Latin name for this group of mammals.

EQUITATION The art of horse riding.

FARRIER A person who shoes horses.

FERAL An animal that is descended from domesticated ancestors, but has returned to live in the wild. North American mustangs and Australian brumbies are examples of feral horses.

FETLOCK Part of a horse’s leg that sticks out just above and behind the hoof. A tuft of hair often grows at the fetlock.

FILLY A female horse that is under four years in age.

FLAT RACING Racing horses on a track with no jumps or other obstacles.

FORELOCK The tuft of hair that grows on a horse’s forehead.

GALLOP A fast gait in which the horse’s feet hit the ground in four beats, and then all four feet briefly come off the ground at the same time.

GAUCHO A cowboy from the South American pampas. Gauchos use horses to round up their cattle.

GELDING A castrated male horse.

HAME Two pieces of curved wood or metal, fastened to the collar of a draft horse.

HAND A unit of measurement used to work out the height of a horse. One hand is 4 in (10.16 cm). A horse’s height is measured from the ground to the top of its shoulders.

HARNES S The equipment of straps and fittings by which a horse is fastened to a cart or other vehicle and controlled.

HINNY An animal produced by interbreeding between a horse and a donkey. A hinny has a horse father and a donkey mother.

HOOF The horny part of a horse’s foot. Hooves are made of keratin, the same substance as human hair and finger nails.

Dressage
HORSEPOWER A unit of power used to measure the pulling power of an engine. One horsepower is the power required to lift a weight of 163 lbs (75 kg) a distance of 39 in (1 m) in one second and is equal to 746 watts.

HOTBLOODS The Thoroughbred and eastern breeds of horse, such as the Arabian and Barb. The name comes from the hot countries of North Africa and the Middle East where these breeds originated.

JENNY A female donkey.

Joust A combat between two knights mounted on horses and armed with lances. Jousting was a form of sport invented in the Middle Ages to allow knights to practice their fighting skills without actually killing one another.

JOUSTING A competition in which North American cowboys show off their skills at riding horses and handling cattle.

RODEO A sport in which horses are ridden around a course which contains a number of fences to jump. The contestants are given penalty points, called faults, for any errors.

Sidesaddle A position for riding a horse in which both the rider's legs are on the left side of the saddle. In former times, women often rode sidesaddle because their long skirts prevented them from sitting astride the horse.

SPIRIT A color of horse's coat, in which there are large white patches on another coat color.

SPUR A U-shaped device with a small spike or wheel attached. Spurs are fitted to the heels of a rider's boots and are used to urge a horse forward.

STALLION A male horse who is four or more years old, and has not been castrated.

STEER A type of feral horse found in North America. Mustangs are descended from domesticated horses brought to the Americas at the end of the 1400s by the first European settlers.

Muzzle A horse's nose and mouth area.

Onager Another name for the Asian wild ass (Equus hemionus).

Pace A lateral, two-beat gait in which the two legs on the same side of the horse move forward together.

Pack animal An animal used to carry loads, rather than for riding. Mules have often been used as pack animals.

Piebald A color of horse's coat in which there are large, irregular patches of black and white.

Points The external parts of a horse, such as its poll, pastern, withers, and fetlock.

Pony A horse that is less than 14.2 hands (58 in/147 cm) high.

Przewalski's Horse The only surviving kind of wild horse. Przewalski's horses became extinct in their homeland on the Mongolian steppe during the 1960s, but they are now being reintroduced there from herds bred in captivity.

Rodeo A competition in which horses are ridden around a course which contains a number of fences to jump. The contestants are given penalty points, called faults, for any errors.

Sidesaddle A position for riding a horse in which both the rider's legs are on the left side of the saddle. In former times, women often rode sidesaddle because their long skirts prevented them from sitting astride the horse.

Skewbald A color of horse's coat, in which there are large white patches on another coat color.

Steeples A race over fences and open ditches. Traditionally, a steeplechase was a crosscountry race from one village to another.

Steppes A huge grassy plain stretching across Russia and Mongolia. The steppe was once home to herds of wild horses.

Stirrups Two leather loops suspended from a horse's saddle with metal footrests to support the rider's feet.

Strip A white marking on a horse's head. A stripe is a long narrow strip which extends from above the eyes to the nostrils.

Terret A ring on a saddle to which a horse's reins pass.

Thoroughbred A horse whose ancestry can be traced back to one of three famous stallions—the Byerley Turk, the Darley Arabian, or the Godolphin Arabian.

Trace Each of the two side straps or chains by which a horse pulls a vehicle.

Trot A gait in which the horse's feet hit the ground in two beats—the left hind and right foreleg together, then the right hind and left foreleg together.

Walk A slow, four-time gait in which each of the horse's legs hits the ground separately.

Warmbloods A name used to describe breeds of horse which are crosses between hotbloods and coldbloods. The Trakehner and the Hanoverian are examples of warmbloods.

Whippletree A crossbar used to attach a horse's harness to a wagon.

Withers The top of a horse's shoulders.

Zebra A member of the horse family, found in Africa, which has a coat patterned with black and white stripes.
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